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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

AIRSPACE ANNOUNCES A COMPLETE REDESIGN OF ITS INNOVATIVE CARBON MONOXIDE AND
FLAMMABLE GAS DETECTORS

The newly redesigned Airspace products offer 25% longer battery life and additional efficiency by using
motion switch technology. A backlight has been added for the LCD readout and more alarm lights have
been added. Retained in the new models is the Airspace, industry first five year warranty – which
includes the sensor. A failure alarm system that eliminates any requirement to bump test, no
calibration and automated performance are still hallmarks of the new Airspace solid state technology.
A redesigned circuit board, new software and more energy efficient components now offer up to 40
days of full (24-7) performance. Motion switch technology manages the monitor to match the battery
life with your activity. Any movement will reactivate the monitor and 45 minutes without movement
will return it to an energy conserving, standby mode. If you’re part of a very active department, battery
replacement will comfortably incorporate into an equipment check each month (it uses two AA
batteries). In a less active department, battery life could be up to several months since power will
primarily be used when the monitor is moved. This feature will also help you be safer since your
monitor will automatically support you, be active when you are and in standby, energy saving mode,
when you’re not.
In response to customer requests, the new Airspace products now include a white backlight for reading
ppm in low light conditions and feature a red flashing light through the LCD screen in addition to the
high intensity LED light for a dramatically more visible alarm performance. They also include a stronger
clip which is fastened into metal inserts molded into the case.
Airspace offers the only line of portable CO and LEL monitors that include a standard five year warranty.
Their warranty even includes the sensor – and it is also warranted for five years. The Airspace products
fail into an alarm which eliminates the need to bump test. Because Airspace products don’t use
chemicals or contain any moving parts, the calibration is so stable no recalibration is necessary for five
years. They even cover that in their warranty. If the calibration of an Airspace sensor should wander in
those five years, it will be replaced without charge.
Five years of warranted service, not requiring support equipment for bump testing nor calibration and
very low training requirements results in dramatically lower costs of ownership and reduces liability.
This new “Rev 2” product brings even more innovation to support the Airspace slogan; “Finally, CO and
Flammable Gas detectors you can afford to own”.

###
If you would like more information about the newly redesigned Airspace products, please feel free to
contact Griff at 262-293-4346, direct line or 414-708-0853, cell.

